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Why are DEF Outreach Efforts Needed? 
?Light-duty diesels are ready to enter the marketplace
?Some light- and heavy-duty vehicles will require diesel 
exhaust fluid (DEF), and consumers need to be trained on 
how to use it
?Consumers are interested in fuel economy and want to 
know about selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technologies 
and why these vehicles need DEF
?DEF is new and no one knows where to find it
What Is Being Done? 
?The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL) are working with the Alliance of 
Automobile Manufacturers to help get the word out about DEF 
and SCR technologies
?Expanded information on the Alternative Fuels and Advanced 
Vehicles Data Center (AFDC), www.afdc.energy.gov
? DEF Locator
? GIS Mapping Tool
? Diesel content online to assist with education
?Additional DEF activities 
? www.factsaboutscr.com
? Press releases 
?Light- and heavy-duty original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 
are invested in outreach efforts to assist with vehicle sales and 
consumer satisfaction
What Is the AFDC? 
?Technology-focused Web site
?Comprehensive alternative fuels and advanced vehicle 
information
?Tools for the general public, fleets, educators, and consumers
? Alternative Fueling Station Locator
? Vehicle Search (alternative fuel and advanced)
? Cost/Emissions Calculators
? Laws and Incentives
? Publications Database
? Truck Stop Electrification Site Locator
?Sponsored by Clean Cities, part of DOE’s Vehicle 
Technologies Program
AFDC: www.afdc.energy.gov
Why Diesel Information on AFDC? 
?Fuel-efficiency improvements to light-duty diesels lead to 
reduced dependence on foreign oil
?Education and training is needed
?Consumers are used to using the AFDC for alternative fuels 
and advanced vehicle information
?Adding DEF information to the AFDC is a cooperative effort 
between:
? DOE
? NREL
? Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers
Diesel Information on the AFDC 
?Content is located in the Diesel Vehicles section and 
includes links to relevant information
?All vehicle classes are covered 
(light-, medium-, and heavy-duty)
?Topics covered on the site include:
? Light-duty vehicle availability
?Emissions
?Selective catalytic reduction 
?DEF
?NOx traps
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FuelEconomy.Gov
Diesel Selective Catalytic Reduction
Diesel Exhaust Fluid 
DEF Locator and GIS Mapping Tool
?The DEF Locator will allow users to map DEF locations, get 
driving directions to a DEF retailer, map a route, and search 
using “advanced options”
?The GIS Mapping Tool provides a high-level view of DEF 
locations, including planned and existing locations 
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Status Report
?General-educational portions of the Diesel Vehicles 
section are now live on the AFDC
?Some OEMs anticipate the public release of light-duty 
diesel vehicles utilizing DEF in early 2009
?The Diesel Exhaust Fluid Locator and the GIS Mapping 
Tool are due to go live in January 2009
DEF Web Site URLs
? www.afdc.energy.gov
? Note: Once the mapping tools go live, a short URL 
(www.fueltools.gov) will take users directly to the DEF Locator 
and other locator tools on AFDC
? www.factsaboutscr.com
